In this article, a general formula of the first integral method has been extended to celebrate the exact solution of nonlinear time-space differential equations of fractional orders. The proposed method is easy, direct and concise as compared with other existent methods.
Introduction
Partial differential equations arise frequently in the formulation of fundamental laws of nature and in the mathematical analysis of a wide variety of problems in applied mathematics, mathematical physics, and engineering science. This subject plays a central role in modern mathematical sciences. In recent years, it has turned out that many phenomena in fluid mechanics, viscoelasticity, biology, physics, engineering and other areas of science can be successfully modeled by the use of fractional derivatives and integrals [1] [2] . In this article, we study fractional differential equations associated with derivatives. Such a kind of equation appears in many problems. In particular, we have found fractional differential equations related to the classical Klein-Gordon equation [3] .
Preliminaries and Basic Definitions and First Integral Method
The Jumarie's modified Riemann-Lionvile derivative, of order α , can be defined by the following expression
Moreover, some properties for the modified Riemann-Liouville derivative can be given as follows:
Consider the time fractional differential equation with independent variables ( ) 
Using the variable transformation
where , i k l and λ are constants to be determined later. The fractional differential Equation (5) is reduced to a nonlinear ordinary differential equation
We assume that Equation (7) has a solution in the form
and introduce a new independent variable ( ) ( )
,which leads to a new system of ordinary differential equations
By using the division theorem for two variables in complex domain [ ] , C x y which is based on the HilbertNullstellensatz theorem [4] , we can obtain a first integral to Equation (9) which can applied to Equation (7) to obtain a first-order ordinary differential equation. An exact solution to Equation (5) is then obtained by solving the equations that are obtained from applying Equation (9) into Equation (7). Now, we wish to quickly recall the division theory.
Theorem 2.1 [The Division Theorem]
Suppose that ( ) 
The First Integral Method: A General Formula
We discuss the problem by using the first integral method and consider the general formula [5] :
( )
where , , , , , , s k l m n f r are real constant. Substituting Equation (7) in Equation (6), we get the system 
which is an irreducible Polynomial in the complex domain (13) is called the first integral method.
There exists a polynomial ( ) ( )
which can be written as
by comparing the coefficients of ( )
on both sides of Equation (15), we obtain , , and g X a X a X , we find the degree of ( ) g X . Now we consider the following cases. Case (1) When 1 M = , in Equation (12), then the Equation (13) becomes 
Substituting Equation (16) in Equation (10), we obtain ( )
By combining Equation (20) with Equation (11), we find the exact solution of Equation (11).
Case (2)
When M = 2, in Equation (15), then the Equation (16) became 2  5  6  2  1 2   1  2  3  2  2  2  5  1  3  1 4  2  2  2  3  2  2  4 3  2   1 5  1  2  2  5 6 6 3
where 0 and a X a X g X ⋅ in (21d), and setting all the coefficients of powers of X to zero, we obtain a system of nonlinear algebraic equations and by solving it, we obtain 
Using Equation (23) 
Combining Equation (24) with Equation (11), we find the exact solution of Equation (11).
Case 3
When M = 3, in Equation (15), then the Equation (16) 
